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The ability of construct the Sylow subgroups ofa large ['mite permutation r matrix group is fundamental 
to a nttmbcr of important algorithms for analyzing the abstract s ructure ofsuch a group. In this paper we 
describe a backtrack algorithm which eonsta'ucts a Sylow subgroup by successive cyclic cxtemions, sta~ng 
with a cyclic subgroup of p-power order. The algorithm is capable of finding Sylow p-subgroups oforder 
up to p 10 for small primes p, in permutation groups having a degre~ of severM hundred. 
1. In t roduct ion 
In 1970, Sims introduced the notion of a base and strong generating set as a way of efficiently representing a 
permutation group for computational purposes (Sims, 1971a). This form of representation provided the framework 
for designing efficient backtrack searches of permutation groups. Since then backtrack algorithms ave been 
described for computing centralizers (Sims, 1971a), intersections (Sims, 1971b), normalizers (Buffer, 1983; Holt, 
1989), for constructing set stabilizers (Butler, 1982), and for testing elements for conjugaey (Buffer, 1982). This 
paper continues in this tradition by presenting a backtrack algorithm for constructing a Sylow p-subgroup. 
Throughout this paper, G will denote a finite group, and p a prime dividing the order of G. Our algorithm 
performs uccessive cyclic extensions of p-subgroups H of G until a Sylow p-subgroup is reached. The backtrack 
search is employed to find an appropriate lement x such that < H, x > is a p-subgroup roperly containing H. Our 
description of the algorithm will concentrate on the situation in which G is a permutation group. However, using the 
generalization of the notion of base and strong generating set described in Butler(1982), the same algorithm may be 
applied to matrix groups over finite fields. 
The Sylow algorithm described in this paper is the one currently used in the group theory sys~m Cayley 
(Cannon, 1984). 
The problem of constructing a Sylow subgroup for a moderately larg~ group was first considered in 
Cannon(1971). The Sylow algorithm presented in that paper was based on the cyclic extension technique and had 
the capability to find Sylow subgroups in groups of order up to one million. The algorithm in this paper is a 
development of the 1971 algorithm, in that whereas the 1971 algorithm sought a suitable xtending element by 
running through all elements from an appropriate centralizer, the new algorithm employs a backtrack search of the 
centralizer. 
In the case of permutation groups we have recently developed an alternative algorithm which utilizes natural 
homomorphisms to reduce the problem to that of computing a Sylow p-subgroup of a group of smaller degree 
(Butler and Cannon, 1989). Because of the importance of Sylow subgroups, and their geaea-allvation to Hall 
subgroups, for the theory of soluble groups, algorithms for constructing Sylowsubgroups and Hall subgroups in 
soluble groups are of special interest. It appears that for computational purposes a soluble group is best described by 
means of an AG-presentation (see Laue etal, 1984), For soluble groups given in this manner, Laue et al describe an 
iterative algorithm which involves the computation ofnormalizers. The normalizer of a subgroup is obtained using 
a form of the orbit stabilizer algorithm (Laue etal, 1984). More recently, Glasby(1988) has developed a very fast 
algorithm for computing Hall subgroups which avoids the computation f normalizers. Kantor(198bO describes a 
polynomial-time algorithm for constructing a Sylow p-subgroup of a simple permutation group, while Kantor and 
Taylor(1988) give polynomial-time algorithms for the case of a permutation group G which is either soluble or has 
all of its noncyclic composition factors suitably restricted. Unfortunately, the algorithms presented in both of these 
papers do not appear to yield practical constructions. 
Knowledge of the Sylow p-subgroup of G for various primes p dividing the order of G is crucial when a alyzing 
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the structure of G. In particular, the construction of a Sylow p-subgroup is a basic step in current algorithms for 
computing such things as: 
i. The maximal normalp-subgroup of G, Oe(G) (see section 5); 
ii. The Fitting subgroup F(G) (see section 5); 
iii. The socle of G (see Cannon, 1984); 
iv. Representatives of conjugaey classes of elements of prime power order; 
v. The first and second cohomology groups of G (see Holt, 1984, 1985ab). 
In section 2 of the paper we describe the cyclic extension method in the context of a general group and outline 
possible strategies for finding suitable xtending elements. Section 3 describes a specialization of the algorithm to 
the case of a permutation or matrix group given by means of a base and strong generating set. Section 4 contains 
some comments concerning the implementation f our algorithm and discusses its performance. Application of the 
Sylow algorithm to the construction of the maximal normal p-subgroup of G, and the Fitting subgroup are given in 
section 5. We also present an algorithm for determining whether or not a group is simple. 
We refer the reader unfamiliar with the basic concepts of group theory to the books of Hall (1959) and Wielandt 
(1964). Throughout this paper all groups considered will be f'mite. 
The following notation will be used :- 
C~(x) 
F(C) 
Noq-1) 
O,,(G) 
Syt,(G) 
Z(G) 
<'$1 ,  '$2, . . . .  'sin > 
<H a > 
h* 
/4* 
~o 
M 
Ga 
[G:H] 
IGI 
IXl 
Igl 
a:=b 
ra 
xH~ 
i=1 
the centralizer in G of the element x;
the Fitting subgroup of G; 
the normalizer of the subgroup H of G; 
the maximal normal p-subgroup of G; 
the Sylow p-subgroup of G; 
the centre of the group G; 
the subgroup generated by the s~t of dements {st, s2 ..... s,~}; 
the normal closure of subgroup H in G; 
g-1 hg, where g and h are elements of G; 
g-trig = {M I h e H}; 
the G-orbit of c(, where G is a permutation group acting on fi and c~ ~ ~; 
the image of c~ ~ ~ under the permutation g of ~; 
the stabilizer of ct, where G is a permutation group acting on ~, and et E fi; 
the index of subgroup H in G; 
the order of the group G; 
the cardinality of the setX; 
the order of the group dement g; 
a is assigned the value of b; 
direct product of groups H1, H2 ..... H~. 
2. The  Cycl ic Extens ion  Method 
In this section we describe the cyclic extension algorithm in the context of an arbitrary f'mite group and indicate 
possible strategies for reducing the search space of extending elements. The cyclic extension algorithm for 
constructing a Sylow p-subgroup of G is based on the following well-known facts (Hall, 1959). We shall assume 
that I G I =pine, wherep does not divide c. 
Lemma 1~ G contains ubgroups of order p, pZ ..... pm. 
Lemma 2: A subgroup of order p i 1 < i < m, is a normal subgroup of some subgroup of order pl+t. 
Lemma 3: Suppose H is a normal subgroup of K and K = < H, x >. If t is the smallest positive integer such that 
x '~  H, then I/(I = IHI xt. 
LetP be ap-subgroup of G having order / ,  1 _< i < m. Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 establish the existence of an element 
ofx e G satisfying the conditions 
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i. x~.P, 
ft. x e No(P), 
ili. x p e P. 
Consequently, < P, x > is a p-subgroup of G of order p~+l. If P is initially taken to be the cyclic subgroup 
generated by some element of p-power order, it can be successively extended by such elements x until the Sylow p- 
subgroup is reached. 
The central issue when designing an algorithm based on the notion of a cyclic extension is the organization f the 
search for an extending element x. Theoretically, it is sufficient o examine a set of double coset representatives for 
P in G. However, fast methods for enumerating double cosets are unknown at present. The most significant work in 
this area is a backtrack algorithm for constructing a canonical representative for a double coset in a permutation 
group (Butler, 1984). This algorithm also returns the size of the double coset. At present he only means of 
enumerating double cosets known to us involves the application of the canonical representative algorithm to a 
number of elements chosen at random. As the canonical representative algorithm itself is not particularly fast, a 
search based on double cosets does not recommend itself to us. 
If P has small index in G, an alternative is to search for a suitable element x among a set of (right) coset 
representatives forP in G. In particular, if a presentation is known for G, the Todd-Coxeter algorithm (Cannon et al, 
1973) provides a fast method for enumerating the cosets of P. Although the use of the Todd-Coxeter algorithm in 
this context is restricted to groups having at most 106 elements, it has been used successfully in the Cayley system 
(Cannon, 1984) for finding Sylow subgroups in finitely presented groups of small order. 
A more profitable approach in the case of large groups is to restrict the search space. Given an efficient 
algorithm for computing No(P), one could search a set of coset representatives forP in Na(P) for an appropriate x. 
However, since computation of centralizers i much faster than computation of normalizers, we instead exploit the 
following lemma: 
Lemraa 4: (Hall, 1959, p.49) Let P be a p-subgroup of G such that IPI = pl and p~'+l divides IGI. Then there exists 
an element z in Z(P) such thatp TM divides ICa(z) I. 
It is clear that we can restrict our attention to elements of order p in Z(P). Further, it suffices to examine one 
element from each distinct G-conjugacy class of elements which has non-trivial intersection with Z(P). 
Algorithm SYLOW given below replaces a search ov~r G by a search over elements from a small number of 
centralizers. 
This algorithm assumes that, on average, it is faster to determine whether two elements are conjugate, than to 
form the centralizer of either of them. Thus, the set U contains those elements x such that Co(x) has already been 
searched, together with those elements y such that ISylp(C~(y) ) I < IPI. The algorithm requires that the elements of G 
and Z(P) be ordered. However, the loop that searches the elements of G for ap-element may be replaced by a loop 
that generates a sequence of random elements of G. Although it is possible to produce xamples of groups in which 
such a probabilistic approach will almost certainly fail, in practice it finds a p-element very quickly. Kantor (1985) 
describes a polynomial-time algorithm for locating p-elements. 
Our major goal in this paper is to describe a backtrack algorithm SYLSCH for extending a p-subgroup of C to 
the Sylow p-subgroup of C, in the case where G is a group of permutations or a group of matrices. Fast algorithms 
are known for computing centralizers and testing elements for conjugacy in these groups (see Butler, 1982). 
3. The  Backt rack  Search  
Let G be a group of permutations or a group of matrices over a finite field. Suppose that G acts faithfully on the 
f'mite set ~. The sequence B = (13~, ~ ..... ~k) of distinct points from fl is a base for G if the identity is the only 
element of G that fixes B pointwise. If we write G (i~ to denote the pointwise stabilizer GI~I,/h, ..., 1~,-1, the base B 
defines the chain of stabilizers 
G=G (~) >G (2~ ~ ... _>G (k+t~ =I. (I) 
A subset S of G is called a strong generating set for G relative to B if <SC,~G(i~> = G el) (i -- I, 2 ..... k) i.e., ifS 
contains generators for each term of the stabilizer chain (I). 
If G is a permutation group then t2 is the natural support for its permutations. If G is a group of nxn matrices 
over the finite field K, let V denote the K-vector space on which G acts natttrally. The set consists of the elements of 
V together with the one-dimensional subspaces of V. For further details concerning the notion of base and strong 
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Algorithm SYLOW 
Input: a f'mit~ group G; 
a prime p dividing the order of G; 
Output: a Sylow p-subgroup P of G; 
begin 
letp  'n be the largest power ofp dividing IGI; 
U := empty; 
{Find an initial p-element} 
for each element g of G do 
i fp  divides Igl then 
let Ig[ = pro1 c, wherop does not divide c; 
p := <go>; 
exit for-loop; 
end if; 
end for; 
while m t # rn do 
{Find a suitable centralizer to search} 
for each element z of Z(P)  do 
if Izl - p and z is not conjugate to a power of an element in U then 
U :=U k..) {z}; 
c := ca(z  ) ; 
let ICr : p ' :  c, where p does not divide c; 
f ire2 > ml then 
exit for-loop; 
end if; 
end if; 
end for; 
{Find a Sylow p-subgroup of the centralizer} 
apply the cyclic extension method in C to extend P to a Sylow p-subgroup K of C; 
P := K; 
end while; 
end. 
generating set the reader is urged to consult Sims (1971ab), Buffer (1982) and Le~n (1980). 
A sequence T --- (T1, 72 ..... ~',-1), 1 _< r < k+l, of distinct points from I1 is called a partial base image. If r = k+ 1, 
then T is a complete base image, otherwise T is incomplete. Note that a complete base image defines a unique 
element of G. The algorithm that we present in this section is a backtrack search over a set of base images 
corresponding to elements that normalize the current p-subgroup P. Our algorithm is a development of the 
backtrack algorithm described in Buffer (1982) and the reader is referred to that paper for the basic theory of 
backtracking over base images. 
If T is incomplete, define 
D.o(T) = {'y E D I there exists a g ~ G with 1~: = 7/(i  = 1, 2 ..... r - I )  and 13r s = 'y }. 
Thus, f~(T)  contains those points which can be used to extend the length of T by one in such a way that each 
extension corresponds to an element of G. 
Lemma 5: Let T be the partial base image (71, ~'2 ..... ~/,-1) and suppose g is an element of G such that [~i t = ~. (i = 
1, 2 ..... r - l ) .  Then 
rzo(T) = []3, ac" 1'. 
The elements of ~ are totally ordered so that 131 < 132 < . . .  < 13, are the first k points. The elements of G are 
now ordered by reverse lexicographical order on the base images (~t, 132 ..... 13k) z, g e G. Under this ordering, the 
identity element appears t'u'st. 
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The search tree is pruned by ignoring base images that are known to correspond to elements that do not come 
first in beth their left and right K-cosets. The following lemma provides us with a means of recognizing such base 
images: 
Lemma 6: (Buffer, 1982) 
i. An element g is the first element of Kg if, and only if, for each i, 1 < i < k, ~i ~ <'~ for every "1' in the 
KI31, Ih, ..., 13~_1 -orbit of 131. 
ii. Let Yi = 13, 'z for i = 1, 2 ..... k. Then g is the first element of gK if, and only if, for each i, 1 ~ i <k, ~/i is first in 
the K~, ~, ..., ~,-t -orbit of y~. 
In practice it is too expensive to apply these results in their full generality. Thus, in part (i), since we only know 
the images of the base points under g, when considering possible images of 1]r (1 < r < k) then we can only apply the 
test to those K (t) -orbits of ~i (1 _< i < r) such that 13~ e j]i x(~ . In the case of part (ii), the subgroup K~,, ~, .-., "t,.a 
would normally have to be computed using the base change algorithm (Sims, 1971b). Thus, we confine its 
application to restricting the images of 1]r, where 111, ~2 ..... 1]~-1 are fixed. 
The phrase "searching at level i"  will be used to describe the process of searching the set C 03 - C (I§ . The 
search at level i is terminated as soon as the subgroup K becomes the Sylow p-subgroup of C (0 . Further, i l k  is a 
Sylow p-subgroup of C (1) and the index [ C (I-1) : C (i) ] is coprime to p, then K is also a Sylow p-subgroup of 
C (I-1) , it is not necessary to search C (~-1) - C (~) . However, it should be noted that it is possible to complete the 
search of C (i) - C 0+I) without finding an extension of K that is the Sylow p-subgroup of C (0 . In this situation it is 
necessary to search C (~-~) - C (i) even when [ C 0-1) : C (0 ] is not divisible by p. 
When searching at level i it is necessary to save those elements of C O) which fail to normalize < P ,  K > but 
which may normalize an extension of < P, K >. An element h of C ~) , j < i, is saved if 
(al) h is ap-element; and 
(a2) h does not normalize < P, K >; and 
(a3) hg is a p-element, for all generators g of < P, K >. 
Such elements are discarded when either 
(bl) K becomes a Sylow p-subgroup of C (/) ; or 
(b2) < P, K > is extended and h normalizes the extension; or 
Co3) < P, K > is extended and the product of h and the new generater is not a p-element. 
The number of such elements which must be saved is usually very small - indeed, the number is often zero. 
The notation used in the algorithm is the same as that used in the above description. Given a p-subgroup P of C, 
for which a strong generating set S relative to the base B = ~1,132 ..... [3k) is known, the algorithm extends S to a 
strong generating set of a Sylow p-subgroup of C. Those elements which might normalize an extension of  < P, K > 
are placed in the set R. Upon termination, K is the Sylow p-subgroup of C and S is a strong generating set for K 
relative to the base B. 
Algorithm SYLSCH 
Input : a prime p; 
a group C with a base B = (131, [32 ..... [3k) and a strong generating set: 
ap-subgroup P of C with base B and a strong enerating set; 
Output : a strong enerating set relative to B for a Sylow p-subgroup K of C that contains P; 
begin 
R := empty; 
search_atJevel( C, P, p, 1, K, R ); 
end; 
In principle, the search for an element which normalizes <P, K > could be improved by otilizlng the fact that i must 
preserve the orbit structure of < P, K > (as in Buffer, 1983). To avoid the elimination of elements which might 
normalize an extension of < P, K >, this device can only be used when K has index p in the Sylow p-subgroup of 
C (0 . Such restrictions have been implemented but the overheads involved in setting up the necessary information 
concerning the orbits of K or < P, K >, and the fact that they are rarely applicable, makes them counter-productive. 
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We now prove our earlier assertion that, upon termination of SYLSCH, S is a strong generating set for the Sylow 
p-subgroup K of  G. 
Theorem 1: Let H and C be subgroups of the group G such that H -< C -< G. Suppose that S = {s~, s2 ..... s,~} is a 
set of strong generators for H relative to the base B = ([3t, ~ ..... [3k). If g is an element of C 03 _ C C~+1) such that 
a. g normalizes H; and 
b. H (I+1) =L( i+O,whemL=<H,g>,  
then the following statements are true: 
i. For j <_ i, g normalizes Hq) ; 
iL For j< i , [L  q) : L  (/+1) ]=[H q) :H(/+l) ] ;and 
iii. ThesetS '  - -S k.) {g} is a strong genemting set for L relative to B. 
Proof: (i) For j ~ i, g fixes ~1, ~2 ..... ~/-1 and normalizes H. Hence g normalizes H q) . 
(ii) Let t be the least positive integer such that g t ~ He). As g e Cc0  t is also the least integer such that g t e H. 
Since g normalizes H ~o , the order of < H (0 , g > is t IH(01, and similarly, the order of L is t IHI. By Lagrange's 
theorem, [ H : H ti) ] -- [ L : < H ~0 , g > ]. Since < H (i) , g > < L (i) and [ L q) : L (/§ ] >__ [ H 03 : H q+l) ], for j < i, 
we must have < H 03 g > = L Ci) and [ L 0) : L C/+I) ] = [ Hi/) : H (J+O ], for j < i. 
(iii) The set S'  = S LA {g} contains a set of  strong generators for L (0 since L (o = < H C0 , g > and L g§ = H(t+i). 
Since by (ii), [ L q) : L q+l) ] = [ H q) : H q§ ], for j < i, S' is a strong generating set for L relative to B. [ ]  
In order to ensure that condition Co) is satisfied it is necessary to search the set R in the order in which its 
elements were found. Alternatively, as is done in the algorithm, a generator taken from R must be fftrst in its K- 
coset. 
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PROCEDURE search at level( C : group; P : group; p : prime; i : 1..k+l; 
var K : group; 
vat R : set of elements );
{Given a group C and ap-subgroup P of C, search Cci) for a Sylow p-subgroup K 
that contains P. If the search is unsuccessful, then R contains the elements of C Ci) 
that must be checked as possible xtending enerators ofK, for future values of K.} 
begin 
if i---k+ 1 then 
K := {identity]; 
else 
search_at_level( C, P, p, i+1, K, R ); 
add P (;) to K; 
if K is a Sylow p-subgroup of C 6) then 
R := empty; 
return; 
end if; 
{Now search C q) - C Ci+1) } 
for each point Z e f/c([~l, [~z ..... ]31-t) do 
{Apply first in left coset est} 
if~/i is Rrst in its K-orbit then 
extend_base_image( C, P, p, i, i+1, (]3~, J32, .,., ]31-1, Y~), K, R, new_K ); 
while new K do 
if K is a Sylow p-subgroup of C (i) then 
R := empty; 
return; 
else 
new K := false; 
{Search R for an extending element. Discard those that are no longer equired.] 
for each element h in R do 
if h is first in the eoset Kh 
and gh is a p-element for all generators g of < P, K > then 
if h normalizes < P, K > then 
K:=<K,h>;  
new K := true; 
exit'for-loop; 
end if; 
else 
R :=R-  {h}; 
end if; 
end for; 
end if; 
end while; 
end if; 
end for; 
end if; 
end; 
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PROCEDURE extend_base_image( C : group; P : group; p : prime; 
i : 1..k+l; 
r : 1..k+l; 
(71, 72 ..... 7r-1) : initial segment of base image; 
var K :  group; 
var R : set of elements; 
vat new_K : boolean ); 
{Generate elements of C(0 whose base images start with y~, 72 ..... Yr-l, which are first 
in their right coset of/(, and which may extend < P, K > to a Sylow p-subgroup of C <0 .
If one is found which normalizes <P, K > then K is extended. Those that do not normalize are added to R 
since they may normalize a subsequent extension of K.] 
begin 
f'md an element h ~ C mapping 13t, 112 ..... 1],-1 to YI, 7z ..... 7,-~; 
ff r= k+l then 
if h is first in the coset Kh and h is a p-element 
and gh is a p-element for all generators g of < P, K > then 
if h normalizes <P, K > then 
K:=<K,h>; 
new K := true; 
return to search_at_level i; {since 7/is no longer first in its K-orbit] 
else 
R :=R k.) {h}; 
end if; 
end if; 
else 
for each 7r in f~c(?1, 72 ..... "r do 
{Apply first in right coset test} 
if'/r ~ 7i for all j < r, where 1], ~ 1] tco~ then 
extend._base_image( C, P, p, i, r+l, (71, 72 ..... %), K, R, new K ); 
end if; 
end for; 
end if; 
end; 
4, Imp lementat ion  and  Per fo rmance  
Readers who are interested in implementing the algorithm should consult Butler (1982) for a description of the 
appropriate data structures, and Butler and Cannon (1982) for details of basic algorithms for computing orbits, 
testing element membership etc. 
The algorithm has been implemented in FORTRAN (now ~anslated into C) as part of the Cayley system for 
group theery (Cannon, 1984). Some information about its performance when applied to various groups is displayed 
in Tables I and 2. These groups were obtained from the Cayley functions projective special linear, projective 
special unitary, projective symplectic, special linear, special unitary, symplectic, and from the Cayley library 
'pergps'. The most important influences on the execution time of the algorithm appear to be the degree of G, the 
index of Sylv(C) in C, the length of the base of G, and the number of centralizers that have to be searched (i.e. the 
number of times that SYLSCH is called). This is borne out by the details presented in Table 3. Note that those 
cases in Table 2 which are not followed up in Table 3 are due to G having a central element of elder p where the 
centralizer C searched is the whole group G. If ~yle(G)l = pro, the applicability of the algorithm (in reasonable 
time) is restricted to values ofrn that do not exceed 10. 
The choice of generating set appears not to influence the performance greatly. We computed the Sylow 2- 
subgroup of Co3 using 20 random pairs of generators and the times only varied from 946 to 954 seconds. A similar 
trial for L(5,3) always searched twocentralizers, and the time varied from 3174 to 3226 seconds. 
We have experimented with some variations of the algorithm. One can perform the backtrack search on the 
whole of G rather than on a centralizer, by initially taking P to be the trivial subgroup and C to be the whole of G. 
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Table 1: Performance ofAlgorithm SYLOW for Permutation Groups. 
IGI 
. . . .  , I , 
Total Time on a Sun 3/60 (in seconds) 
for each prime (in ascending order) 
L(3,4) 21 2~ 7 1.0 0.7 0.1 0.0 
U(3,3) 28 25337 0.8 3.2 0.1 
L(3,5) 31 223 5~31 1.9 0.0 1.4 0,0 
L(5,2) 31 21~ 7 31 12.3 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
L(4,3) 40 27365 13 7,1 3.5 0.1 0.0 
Sp(4,3) 40 26345 1.9 1.7 0.0 
U(4,2) 45 26345 1.9 10.8 0.1 
L(3,7) 57 25327319 1.1 1.6 4.5 0.0 
L(6,2) 63 215345 7231 4790.3 114.3 0.2 2.0 0.3 
Sp(6,2) 63 29345 7 3.8 5.9 0.1 0.0 
U(3,4) 65 263 5213 1.2 0.0 0.9 0.1 
L(3,8) 73 29327273 7.6 0.1 1.6 0.2 
L(4,4) 85 21234527 17 47.2 147.3 3.9 0.0 0,2 
Sp(4,4) 85 29325217 3.9 1.3 1.5 0.1 
L(3,9) 91 27365 7 13 20.6 7.3 0.1 0,2 0.1 
HS 100 2932537 11 14,7 3,7 3,4 0,0 0.1 
L(5,3) 121 2931~ 11z13 3174.1 2594.9 0.0 0.1 0.1 
U(3,5) 126 2432537 2,1 2,0 35.7 0.0 
L(4,5) 156 27325613 31 45.4 7.2 142,8 0.3 0.0 
Sp(4,5) 156 2~325413 30.9 3.5 6.7 0.1 
U(5,2) 165 21~ 11 20.1 8.2 0.0 0.1 
HS 176 2932537 I1 13.0 3.5 11.2 0.1 0.1 
McL 275 2736537 11 110.5 21.8 5.5 0.1 0.0 
Co3 276 21~ 11 23 948.8 70.7 45.8 0.1 2.1 
U(4,3) 280 27365 7 12.3 12.5 0.3 1.6 
L(5,4) 341 22035527 11 17 31 >4000.0 1138.4 26.8 0.1 0.2 
U(3,7) 344 273 43 7.4 0.0 5.2 1.2 
Sp(6,3) 364 29395 7 13 720.3 3308.4 0.1 1.2 4,2 
L(4,7) 400 2934527619 248.2 1072.9 0.1 220.2 0.3 
Sp(4,7) 400 28325274 234.5 9.8 0.2 29.2 
0(2,4) 416 21233527 13 90,5 341.8 9.1 0.6 0.3 
1.7 
8.0 
Because of the above mentioned dependence ofefficiency on the magnitude of [ C : Sylp(C) ], this variant performs 
very poorly for groups of any size. Another possible variant is to replace the search of centralizers by a search of 
certain normalizers as outlined in section 2, Although we do not have a normalizer algorithm for matrix groups, 
there now exist reasonably efficient algorithms for computing norrnalizers in permutation groups (Butler, 1983; 
Holt, 1989). Although t e construction of a centralizer is intrinsically faster than the co struction of a normalizer, 
this approach warrants further consideration. 
At one stage we thought that benefit might be gained from choosing the initial p-element g in Algorithm 
SYLOW so as to fix a large initial segment of the base since this would make the normalizer test mentioned in 
section 3 more applicable. However, we discovered by experimentation that it is,in fact, better tochoose a g which 
does not fix the first base point 131 as this greatly restricts the number of choices for the/mage of ~1 (by the first in 
the orbit condition). 
For large groups it is desirable to choose a g such that [ Co(g) : Sylt,(Cc(g)) ] is as small as possible. As this 
centralizer is the f'trst group searched and asthe first application of Algorithm SYLSCI-I tends to be the most 
expensive, this could substantially improve the performance of the algorithm. However, apart from having the user 
supply an appropriate element, it is not clear to us how to efficiently organize a search for su  an element. 
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Table 2: Performance of Algorithm SYLOW for Matrix Groups. 
G 
3L(3,2) 
IGI Total Time on a Sun 3/60 (in seconds) 
for each prime (inascending order) 
2~3 7 0.4 0.1 0.0 
SL(3,3) 243313 0.6 0.9 0.0 
SL(3,4) 263 a 5 7 2.3 66.7 0.3 0.0 
SL(3,5) 253 5331 2.1 0.0 2.1 0.2 
SL(3,7) 25337 a 19 3.2 7844.4 83.3 0.1 
SL(3,8) 29327273 15.3 0.0 4,4 0.3 
SL(3,9) 27365 7 13 6.4 16.8 0.0 0.1 0.0 
SL(3,11) 243 537 11319 13.1 0.0 14.0 0.1 13.5 
SU(32) 2333 0.5 1.0 
8U(3,3) 25337 1.0 4.5 0.1 
8U(3,4) 263 5213 2.8 0.0 1.5 0.I 
SU(3,5) 2433537 4.1 96.3 26.9 0.1 
SU(3,7) 273 7343 8.1 0.1 8.7 0,3 
SL(4,2) 263~5 7 2.2 1.1 0.I 0.I 
SL(4,3) 28365 13 10301.6 23.1 0.3 0.1 
SL(4,4) 2tz34527 1 350.9 1304.2 9.4 0.1 0.2 
Sp(4,2) 24325 0.9 0.8 0.4 
Sp(4,3) 27345 56.2 3.1 0.1 
Sp(4,4) 2s325217 14.8 3.4 2.8 0.2 
Sp(4,5) 27325413 6102,5 5.4 14.0 0.1 
0.2 
G 
L(4,4) 
SL(4,4) 
L(4,5) 
L(4,7) 
L(5,3) 
L(5,4) 
Sp(6,3) 
L(6,2) 
Co3 
G(2,4) 
Table 3: Detail of Difficult Cases for Algorithm SYLOW 
p Total Co(h ) Z(P) 
Time Time(No.) Time 
2" 47.2 4.9(2)' 1.0 
3 147.3 6.9(3) 0.6 
2 350.9 8.6 
3 1304.2 42.7(3) 0.4 
5 142,8 6.4(2) 0.9 
2 248,2 21.1(2) 7.2 
3 1072.9 154.0(2) 3.6 
7 220.2 25.0(2) 3.6 
2 3174.1 6.4(2) 1.8 
3 2594,9 5.8 
2 >4000.0 I4.4 
3 1138.4 9.1 
2 720.3 8.4 
3 3308.4 9.5 
2 4790.3 1,9 
3 114.3 62,4(3) 0.5 
2 948.8 6.9 
3 341.8 4.8 
Conjugacy 
Time(No.) 
20.8(7) 2'~ 5 
1.3(3) 243352 
212325 
1195.5(12) 243352 
126.7(12) 54 
1.0 253 5272 
0.8 25337 
100.5(7) 243 75 
1.9(2) 2' 3413 
2531013 
22"0345 7 
2a35527 
29355 
27395 
215325 7
1.7(4) 23335 
210345 7
26335 7
ICl 
for C searched 
2tz3z 5 
26345 7 
26345 7
233 56 
293372 
25347319 
243276 
29365 13 
26345 7
5. Applications 
In this section we present algorithms for computing the core of a subgroup H of G, the maximal normal p- 
subgroup of G, and the Fitting subgroup of G. 
The core of H in G, written coreo(11), is the largest subgroup ofH that is normal in G. Hence 
core~(H) = ~ H ~. 
geG 
The following algorithm for coreo(H) exploits this characterization: 
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Algorithm CORE 
input: a group G generated by S = [sa, s2 ..... s,~}; 
a subgroup H of G; 
Output : the core K of H in G; 
begin 
K := H; 
i := 0; 
while i < m do 
i :=/+1; 
if K s' ~ K then 
K:--K f'~ K~'; 
i :-- 0; 
end if; 
end while; 
end. 
The algorithm produces corea(H) iteraffvcly by intersecting the current "approximation" K with the conjugate of 
K by some generator. The algorithm terminates as soon as a subgroup K is found which is normal in G. The most 
expensive part of the algorithm is the computation of the intersection K i% K" which, in the ease of permutation 
and matrix groups, is performed using the backtrack algorithm described in Buffer (I982). In a typical case the core 
9 , . r  l . is reached after four or five iterations. The inequality of K and K "~ is established by testing if k~ (j = 1, 2 ..... n and 
K = < kl, k2 ..... k, >) is an element of K. In the case of permutation and matrix groups this membership test is 
performed using Algorithm INSV described in Butler and Cannon (1982). 
If P is the Sylow p-subgroup of G, then Op(G) is simply coreG(P), and may be computed using Algorithms 
SYLOW and CORE. 
The Fitting subgroup of G, F (G), is the maximal nilpotent normal subgroup of G. 
Theorem 2: (Scott, 1964, p.167) 
F(G) =p ixaLOp(G). 
The Fitting subgroup can thus be obtained by using the SYLOW and CORE algorithms to obtain Op(G) for each 
prime p dividing the order of G. In the case of a permutation or matrix group, Theorem 4 below shows how to 
obtain a base and strong generating set for F (G). 
Lemma 7: Let g and h be permutations that act on a finite set fL Suppose that g and h commute and have eoprime 
order9 Let S be a point, a set of points, or a sequence of points from fL If gh fixes S, then both g and h fix S. 
Proof: Suppose g has order m and h has order n. If gh ft.xes S, then (gh)*' fixes S, and so g" fixes & Since ( re, n ) 
= 1,g ftxes . [ ]  
Theorem 3: Let G and H be permutation groups that act faithfully on the set s Suppose that G and H have 
coprime order and they commute lementwise. Suppose further that B is a base for both G and H and that, relative 
to B, G and H have strong generating sets S and T, respectively. Then B is a base for G • H and S I,.J T is a set of 
strong generators for G • H relative to the base B. 
Proof: To show that B is a base for G • H it is necessary toprove that the only element of t7 • H that f~es  B is the 
identity. Let g ~ G, h a H and suppose that gh fixes B. By the/-.emma both g and h fix B. Since B is a base for G 
and H this implies that both g and h are the identity. 
We claim that (G • H) (0 = G 0) • H(0, i = 1, 2 ..... k, relative to the base B. For, if gh fixes i-1 points of B, then 
by the Lemma, both g and h fix i-1 points orB. The inclusion G (0 •  a) r  • (i) is obvious, Now, since 
S k..) T contains generators for G C0 • H (0 (i = I, 2 ..... k), it must contain generators for (G • H) 03 (i =1, 2 ..... k). 
[ ]  
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6, Conclusion 
We have described an algorithm for computing Sylow p-subgroups which performs successive cycLic extensions 
in a sequence of centralizers. In the case of a group of permutations or matrices over a finite field, the next 
extending element is found using a backtrack search of the current centralizer. The algorithm is efficient enough to 
construct Sylow p-subgroups of order up to plo for small primes p. In the case of permutation groups, the 
algorithm can often handle groups of degree up to 500. 
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